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Abstract. *Africanized drone honey bees (Apis mellifera) migrate into European honey-bee colonies in large numbers, but Africanized colonies only rarely host drones from other colonies. This migration leads to a strong mating advantage for Africanized bees since it both inhibits European drone production and enhances Africanized drone production.*

Colonization by Africanized honey bees in the continental United States is a possibility within 5 years (1). This honey bee (*Apis mellifera scutellata*; formerly *A. m. adansonii*) (2) was introduced into Brazil in 1956 with the escape of 26 queens (3) and the possibly 250 drones with which they had mated in Africa. In less than 30 years the genetic materials from this bee have overwhelmed the vastly larger and more diverse gene pool of previously imported European honey bees (mainly *A. m. mellifera* and *A. m. ligustica*) (4) throughout most of South America and lately much of Central America. Taxonomic (5) and behavioral (6) descriptions of the Africanized population are quite similar to descriptions of the parental African bee population (2, 3, 7, 8) in spite of interbreeding with European bee stocks. After a few years the European bee is largely replaced by the Africanized bee (9), which retains fully its several objectionable characteristics including severe stinging (6) and poor honey production (10).

The rapid change of European bee colonies into Africanized colonies strongly suggests a mating advantage. An earlier study (11) used equal numbers
of drones and did not demonstrate a mating advantage; rather, it showed a small amount of positive assortive mating (like-to-like) which, acting alone, would tend to enhance the genetic integrity of European apiaries. One of us (T.E.R.), while inspecting an experimental apiary of genetically marked European colonies in Venezuela, noticed that the majority of drones in the colonies did not carry the expected mark and were presumably Africanized. This observation led to a series of experiments to study the causes and magnitude of this parasitism and its effects on host-colony drone production.

In the first experiment, an apiary in Venezuela was used with ten Africanized and ten European colonies standardized to fill two-story ten-frame Langstroth hives. Distinctive orientation marks painted on hive fronts and placement of the colonies in a serpentine row near a wood lot were used to reduce the movement of drones among colonies that arises from errors in orientation (12) and is known to occur infrequently with European drones (13). In addition, the Africanized and European colonies were alternated along the row, with Africanized colonies facing north and European colonies facing south, in order to further reduce orientation errors (12).

Africanized and European drones were reared in these and other colonies from eggs obtained from queens usually caged on drone comb. All adult drones emerged in an incubator and, within 2 days, were marked with paint and introduced into experimental colonies. The paint marks indicated age, geographical type (14), and colony into which the drones were introduced (home colony). Each colony received approximately 100 drones of each geographical type from several different sources during a 5-day period. Two weeks later we introduced a similarly raised and marked group of approximately 200 drones to each colony. At 2- to 3-day intervals after the first drones were introduced, each colony was thoroughly inspected, and all drones seen were recorded by paint-mark classification. When drones had migrated, their "host colony" was also recorded. These colony inspections were made only in the morning since drones do not normally take flights until afternoon.

Africanized drones established in Africanized colonies migrated to European colonies in large and vastly disproportionate numbers when compared to drones in any other category of drone type, home colony, and host colony (Fig. 1A) (15). Three factors contributed to the migration of these Africanized drones. First, European colonies hosted the large majority of drones that left their home colony (95 percent by day 21) (Fig. 1B). Second, a greater proportion of drones placed in Africanized home colonies migrated (Fig. 1C). Finally, a greater proportion of Africanized drones migrated (Fig. 1D).

In the second experiment, the effects of the direction that colony entrances faced were estimated. Half of the Africanized colonies and half of the European colonies, selected randomly, were turned at intervals during the course of 10 days so that their entrance directions were reversed. One additional group of drones was reared, painted, and introduced into the 20 colonies. Again, each colony received approximately 100 Africanized and 100 European drones from several different sources. These colonies were inspected as before.

The effects of the direction of colony entrances were minimal. Nearly equal proportions of drones migrated from colonies facing north-facing and south-facing entrances ($\chi^2 = 1.6$, d.f. = 1), and nearly equal proportions of drones from colonies facing these two directions migrated to Africanized and European colonies ($\chi^2 = 2.15$, d.f. = 1). A larger proportion of drones in the second experiment migrated by day 12 (experiment 1, 83.4 percent; experiment 2, 40.6 percent; $\chi^2 = 19.5$, d.f. = 1; $P < 0.001$) probably because all but two colonies had at least one adjacent colony facing in the same direction.

The major effects of the geographical type of colony seen in the first experiment were seen also in the second. The large majority of drones that left their home colony entered European colonies ($\chi^2 = 80.1$, d.f. = 1; $P < 0.0001$), and a greater proportion of drones originally placed in Africanized colonies migrated ($\chi^2 = 60.7$, d.f. = 1; $P < 0.001$). In the second experiment, the proportions of Africanized and European drones that migrated were not significantly different ($\chi^2 = 0.21$, d.f. = 1).

The simple movement of drones between colonies is relatively unimportant (16) unless their presence or absence influences the reproductive potential of.
colonies. For the third experiment, we prepared an apiary of European bees in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in order to estimate these possible influences. This apiary contained large colonies (50,000 to 60,000 bees) with laying queens, no immature drones, and three frames of empty drone comb. Adult drones were reared in other colonies and added to experimental colonies when they were 1 to 6 days of age in groups of 0, 500, 1000, or 2000. These four treatments were used with four, seven, seven, and eight colonies, respectively. Hive entrances were screened in order to confine drones to the hives but permit normal worker bee activity. On the 14th day after the apiary was prepared the number of immature drones being reared by each colony was counted.

A statistically significant inverse linear relationship \((b = -0.648 \pm 0.287)\) between the number of drones reared by the colonies and the number of drones added to them was found (Fig 2). The estimated slope implies that an adult drone in a colony has a depressing value of about 0.65 drones on the regulatory system that governs the production of additional drones. It also suggests that the loss of an adult drone stimulates the additional production of 0.65 drones. The migration of a single drone results in a numerical reproductive advantage of about 1.3 drones for the parent colony when both factors are considered.

Since Africanized colonies export half or more of their Africanized drones to European colonies and accept almost no foreign drones, they gain an important reproductive advantage. Minimally, Africanized colonies produce a disproportionately large share of a mixed drone population. This would enhance the positive assortive mating tendencies (11) of Africanized bees and impair those of European bees. Over several generations this condition alone would result in complete Africanization. Maximally, a few Africanized colonies could produce all or nearly all of the drones in a mating area if they produce large numbers of drones earlier in the season as certain of our observations suggest. In this case, complete Africanization would result in two to three generations. Where male reproductive parasitism rests on this continuum probably varies as Africanized populations grow. Nonetheless, throughout the process of Africanization, reproductive parasitism results in a strong mating advantage for Africanized colonies.

Knowledge of Africanized-bee reproductive parasitism suggests that drone-control technologies in commercial European mating areas can contribute to a continuing supply of commercial European bee stocks despite Africanization. Methods can be devised to exclude Africanized drones from European colonies and efforts made to destroy Africanized drones. The availability of such bee stocks will substantially reduce the costs of Africanization for American agriculture (6). Drone-control technologies might also be useful to slow the large-scale spread of Africanized bees although the expense of such an enterprise might be prohibitive.
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References and Notes
14. The European bees were from North America. Such bees have mixed subspecies representatives in their ancestry. Africanized bees are descendants of A. m. scutellata imports and their hybrids with various subspecies representatives previously imported to Brazil. Neither the European nor Africanized bees in this study can correctly be called race, subspecies, stock, or line representatives. We use the term geographical to indicate that the bees showed major characteristics typical of descriptions for temperately or tropically adapted bees.
15. In the text the \(x^2\) values in Fig. 1 and in the text are calculated from numbers collected when the adult age of drones was 12 days. The same drones were seen repeatedly throughout the experiment which violates the additivity assumptions necessary to calculate sums of \(x^2\)'s for drones of different age groups and \(x^2\)'s for the experiment after the drones were old enough to fly. The \(x^2\) calculated for older drones are, in all cases, consistent with the values and conclusions presented.
16. In addition to direct reproductive advantages, Africanized colonies gain energetically since they do not feed many of the drones they produce.
17. We thank V. Lancaster and E. Jensen for technical assistance. Conducted in cooperation with the Universidad Centro Occidental Lisandro Alvarado, Barquisimeto, Venezuela, and the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station.
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